
Cleaning collections
by Robert Scott
Recommended kits for different cleaning requirements



Introduction
Our mission at Robert Scott is to make the world’s workplaces 
easier to clean, and with that in mind we have created a range of 
collections based on the size and cleaning regimes of different 
environments.

For example, if you are a smaller business such as a café looking 
for a sustainable way to clean or medium sized dental practice 
with disposable procedures in place, then there’s a kit for you. 
We think it makes the task of choosing the right product for the 
job much easier.

For a kit tailored to keep your workplace spotless and germ-free 
please get in touch with Robert Scott’s Clean team on 01457 
819400, email info@robert-scott.co.uk or at robert-scott.co.uk. 

Contents
To navigate to the collection that’s right for you, please click on 
the below links or the floorplans to the right.
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Disposable cleaning collection
for small to medium areas (p3)

Sustainable cleaning collection
for small areas (p5)

Washable cleaning collection for 
medium to large areas (p7)

Washable cleaning collection
for small to medium areas (p4)

Washable cleaning collection
for medium areas (p6)

Sustainable cleaning collection
for large areas (p8)



Disposable cleaning collection
for small to medium areas
A collection of cleaning equipment for small to medium 
enterprises without laundry facilities or where it’s necessary to 
dispose after use.

Categories:

 Small / medium areas

 Disposable

 Wet mopping

High Level Tool &
Flexi Disposable Microfibre Sleeve
Bends into shape to clean the trickiest areas such as 
extractor fans, tops of units and backs of radiatiors.
Tool: 103368  |  Sleeve: 104181

Big White RS1 Socket Mop 107g
A lightweight, super-absorbent mop made 
from non-woven fabric strips. A fast-drying and 
semi-disposable alternative to cotton mops.
102204102204

14L Double Bucket & Wringer
A two section bucket with eight and six litre 
compartments and a central wringer, designed to 
separate clean and dirty water for improved hygiene.
102950102950

Hygiene Handle
An easy clean aluminium 137cm handle with 
T1 screw thread which can be used with mops, 
mop holders, washable brushware and squeegees. 
103131103131

Caution Wet Floor/Clean In Progress 
Wet Floor Sign
A great value double sided safety sign  to warn 
against potential hazards from wet floor surfaces 
during and after cleaning or spillages. 
101423101423
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All-purpose wipes
This handy antibacterial roll in a dispenser 
contains 200 perforated wipes, ideal for single 
use on any surface to prevent cross-contamination.
100247100247
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Exel® Microfibre Socket Mop 185g
The Exel microfibre mop combines superior 
microfibre yarn with the Exel push-fit socket, making 
it one of the most absorbent and launderable mops 
on the market.
104411104411

14L Double Bucket & Wringer
A two section bucket with eight and six litre 
compartments and a central wringer, designed to 
separate clean and dirty water for improved hygiene.
102950102950

Hygiene Handle
An easy clean aluminium 137cm handle with 
T1 screw thread which can be used with mops, 
mop holders, washable brushware and squeegees. 
103131103131
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Exel® Microfibre Cloths
Ideal quick and effective cleaning of surfaces.
Collects dirt in just one wipe and can be washed 300 
times.
101157101157
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High Level Tool &
Chenille Microfibre Sleeve
Bends into shape to clean the trickiest areas such as 
extractor fans, tops of units and backs of radiatiors.
Tool: 103368  |  Sleeve: 104285

Caution Wet Floor/Clean In Progress 
Wet Floor Sign
A great value double sided sign to warn against 
potential hazards from wet floor surfaces during and 
after cleaning or spillages. 
101423101423
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Washable cleaning collection
for small to medium areas
A collection of cleaning equipment handpicked for small to 
medium enterprises with in-house washing facilities.

Categories:

 Small / medium areas

 Washable

 Microfibre

 Damp mopping
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High Level Tool &
Chenille Microfibre Sleeve
Bends into shape to clean the trickiest areas such as 
extractor fans, tops of units and backs of radiatiors.
Tool: 103368  |  Sleeve: 104285

Pro-mist Microfibre Mop Kit
Rapid response floor cleaning with reusable 
microfibre, and without the need for constant 
wringing out or chemicals.
Antibacterial kit: 104281 | Disposable kit: 104280 Antibacterial kit: 104281 | Disposable kit: 104280 

Hanging Door Safety Sign
A closed sign to prevent unwanted entry. 
Easily fits to doorways and is ideal for 
public areas.
101442101442

1

Exel® Microfibre Cloths
Ideal quick and effective cleaning of surfaces.
Collects dirt in just one wipe and reduces 
chemical use.
101157101157

2
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Sustainable cleaning collection
for small areas
A collection of cleaning equipment handpicked for small 
enterprises wanting a sustainable way to clean with reusable 
microfibre products.

Categories:

 Small areas

 Reusable

 Microfibre

 Rapid response mopping



Microspeedy Kit
A washable microfibre flat mop and bucket 
system for fast and effective cleaning, 
especially in high traffic environments where 
surfaces need to be cleaned/dried quickly.
101284101284

Hanging Door Safety Sign
A closed sign to prevent unwanted entry. 
Easily fits to doorways and is ideal for 
public areas. 
101442101442

Jolly Trolley
A compact cart made from hardwearing plastic, 
designed for use in confined areas.
101272101272
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Exel® Microfibre Cloths
Ideal quick and effective cleaning of surfaces.
Collects dirt in just one wipe and can be washed 
300 times.
101157101157

2

Duop Reach Kit
Duop Reach is a microfibre pad, extendable 
cleaning tool which features a unique 
ergonomic ball and socket joint, making cleaning 
easy and strain-free.
104094
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Washable cleaning collection
for medium areas
A collection of cleaning equipment for medium enterprises with 
in-house washing facilities.

Categories:

 Washable

 Microfibre

 Damp mopping



Microfringe Flat Mop, Uniko Break 
Frame & Ergo Globe handle
Features a checked microfibre and scrub 
pattern plus a fringe for removing loose dirt.
Microfringe: 104341 | Uniko: 103373 | Ergo: 103164Microfringe: 104341 | Uniko: 103373 | Ergo: 103164

Quick Response Trolley Kit For Pre-
Soaked Mopping & Containers 
Designed for use with pre-soaked and 
washable and is ideal for effective cleaning at sites 
with the minimum of water and chemicals.
Trolley: 101350 | Containers: 101293Trolley: 101350 | Containers: 101293

Caution Wet Floor/Clean In Progress 
Wet Floor Sign
A great value double sided sign to warn against 
potential hazards from wet floor surfaces during and 
after cleaning or spillages. 
101423101423

Baggy Sweeping Set
Sweeping set with jointed rubber blade, open 
ended pan and integral bag holder to remove 
and hygienically collect dirt.
104490104490

Microglass Microfibre Cloth
Popular and washable multipurpose and 
premium glass microfibre cloths. 
Microglass: 101216Microglass: 101216

6

High Level Tool & Microfibre Sleeve
Washable sleeve bends into shape to clean 
the trickiest areas such as extractor fans, tops of 
units and backs of radiatiors
Tool: 103368 | Sleeve: 100684
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Washable cleaning collection
for medium to large areas
A collection of cleaning equipment for medium to large 
enterprises with in-house washing facilities.

Categories:

 Washable

 Microfibre

 Pre-soak mopping



Nano AG flatmops, Ergo Globe + 
Uniko Break Frame
An antimicrobial microfibre flat mop with silver 
Nano technology which prevents bacterial growth.
Nano AG: 104303 | Uniko: 103373 | Ergo: 103164Nano AG: 104303 | Uniko: 103373 | Ergo: 103164

Exel® & Microglass Microfibre Cloth
Popular and washable multipurpose and 
premium glass microfibre cloths. 
Exel: 101157 | Microglass: 101216Exel: 101157 | Microglass: 101216

Alpha Trolley
Ideal for larger working environments and lets 
you easily take all of your equipment with you.
101228101228

Hanging Door Safety Sign & Door 
stop with handle
A closed sign to prevent unwanted entry and a 
doorstop for propping open doors.
Hanging sign: 101442 | Door stop: 101527Hanging sign: 101442 | Door stop: 101527

Baggy Sweeping Set
Sweeping set with joined rubber blade, open 
ended pan and integral bag holder to remove and 
hygienically collect dirt.
104490104490

High Level Tool & Microfibre Sleeve
Washable sleeve bends into shape to clean 
the trickiest areas such as extractor fans, tops of 
units and backs of radiatiors
Tool: 103368 | Sleeve: 100684

3

1.4M Cleano Window Clean System
A trigger spray, telescopic tool with 3 washable 
microfibre cleaning pads for clean, smear-free 
results without chemicals.
101559
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Sustainable cleaning collection
for large areas
A collection of cleaning equipment for large blue chip 
commercial cleaning with in-house washing facilities and less 
chemical use.

Categories:

 Washable

 Microfibre

 Pre-soak mopping



Cleaning tips
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High touch points

Think about germ hot spots and where people touch 
that might be out of sight, such as under table edges 
and chair arms.

How to use a microfibre cloth

Read below to learn how to clean quickly, effectively, 
with less water and without chemicals using modern 
microfibre cloths. 

The importance of colour coding

Based on industry best practice, many of our products 
are colour coded for use in designated areas. When 
ordering simply provide the product code and select 
your colour preference.Why mop in a figure of 8

This helps you to keep track of 
where you’ve cleaned but also 
prevent cross-contamination by 
spreading dirt and germs.

Two stage cleaning and disinfecting

The best way to kill germs is to first clean away dirt and 
grime, then disinfect.

Recommendations for surface cleaning

1. Fold in half

1. Clean from the cleanest area to 
dirtiest.

2. Fold again to make 8 sides, or 
again for smaller surfaces to 16 
sides.

2. Clean from the top to the bottom 
so dirt and germs fall down.

3. Using one side, place the cloth 
flat on the surface and apply 
pressure, then wipe to clean. Use a 
different side for each surface.1. Spray 2. Wipe off

3. Spray, then 
leave for 5 mins.

4. Wipe off

3. To stop the spread of germs wipe 
in one direction. 

5 mins
Blue: general lower risk areas (excluding food 
areas).

Yellow: washbasins and other washroom 
surfaces.

Green: general food and bar use.

Red: sanitary appliances and washrooms.

General cleaning advice for any environment.
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